
Au-Fait
S U M M E R  E D I T I O N

Arise, awake, stop not until your goal is achieved.
– Swami Vivekananda 

To all the brave survivors and story tellers out there who have waded through the pandemic in 2020 and 
continue doing so in 2021, we are one in this!

We present to you the Au-fait Summer Edition Newsletter 2021. This newsletter shall keep you 
abreast on our latest news and wins. We are optimistic that you’ve enjoyed reading our winter edition 
newsletter as well.

We hope you’ve been enjoying the summer months, with plenty of sun around to get all of us up and 
active. 

GPTW Certification
Great Place to Work Institute has honored Skillmine Technology Consulting with certification 
as a Great Place to Work. Skillmine had participated in a survey in January 2021 conducted by 
GPTW. 

We’re proud that we are recognized as a great place to work, our rich history of diversity, 
hard work, and economic vitality has contributed to who we are today. 

Skillmine’s Trust Index Score was 83 in the GPTW survey.

Trust Index score is the percentage of employees that shared a positive response across 56 different parameters. 

We were accorded the following scores.
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NEW WINS

Our team that works on projects for UK’s biggest retail giant has successfully upgraded 
Azure DevOps classic pipelines to YAML & delivered Tenable fixes to all 2700+ stores, 
spread across the UK. We have completed 5000+ deployments to the environment with 
latest business requirements and defect fixes. 

We have been shortlisted to provide IT services for India’s Central Bank for a long-term 
duration starting April’21.  We are proud to start the enhancements on the SAP systems for 
this revered client. 

We have been shortlisted to provide IT services for India’s national payment services 
provider. We shall soon start work on enhancing their current Java Platforms. 

Skillmine has started offering consulting services to India’s largest mutual funds company 
which also happens to be the biggest public sector bank in India. Our team is working with 
them to orbit shift their current development testing and deployment processes for
developing application software’s. 

Our infrastructure management team is managing out and out IT Infrastructure for one of 
the leading manufacturers of specialty chemicals.

We have just been signed up as an IT service provider to a global insurance service provider 
and also for one of India’s largest financial Bond conglomerates. 

Our Talent Acquisition team has scored multiple wins. The team has been expanded to 
cater for increased requirements being generated by Skillmine and enhancing the capabili-
ties as an addition, to offer and provide better services to our clients.
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WHAT’S
NEW?

Skillmine has come up with our own headless CMS solution for 
customers to increase flexibility and scalability. It has a new 
standard in content management. The content creators are not 
stuck with the preprogramed models offered by a traditional CMS. 
This content model breaks down content into individual elements 
such as, blog post headline or copy on a call-to-action button. 

We have collaborated with one of the largest private banks in India 
for application development and staffing services.

We have improvised our talent acquisition operations to
transition to a fully automated solution. This solution includes 
resource management system, application managements systems 
and encompasses various online tracking tools. 

Skillmine has started work on multi cloud security for one of our 
niche banking clients. We are in the process of doing more 
cutting-edge work from a cloud security perspective on a multi 
cloud platform for them. 

We have started a new stream of work for one of our large banking 
clients to start supporting their service now platforms. We are in 
the process of creating and building up a large team to automate 
and streamline the entire ITIL process within the new platform 
globally for this valued customer. 



The Next Revolution of Corporate Functions – RPA
“The global economy is in the midst of a new industrial revolution”.

The business revolution is leading us closer to a world where people have more independence, and where most 
people are at the helm of their own companies. Since digital information systems are empowering people with the 
information, they need to make well-informed decisions, new forms of organizing work are evolving. But it is our 
human need for economic efficiency and flexibility, as well as personal happiness and fulfilment, that is driving this 
revolution. Automation enables faster implementation, execution, and scaling of massive amounts of data, resulting 
in less time consumed and lower overhead expenses for businesses. Furthermore, because of the pandemic, 
business operations are leaning towards robotic process automation and reshaping.

Technological advancements have prompted 
businesses to face new challenges to meet changing 
consumer demands and requirements. RPA adoption 
has recently captured the attention of many SMEs 
and large organisations. This can be attributed to 
RPA's ability to deliver seamless operations while 
also adding significant value from resources.
Organizations all over the world are constantly 
looking for ways to automate processes to increase 
productivity. RPA was designed to reduce iterative 
tasks by following a set of predefined procedures 
that do not require knowledge or insights, while the 
integration of AI allows RPA softbots to function as a 
knowledge-based dynamic system to work beyond 
an automated cognitive system.

Skillmine has escalated its RPA services; we use advanced automation tools such as Automation Anywhere, 
BluePrism, and UiPath to automate operations. Our RPA development team automates complex yet redundant 
tasks that stifle vital resources, increasing business speed and accuracy. Our customized solutions are designed to 
augment human-performed tasks with greater speed and accuracy. From data-driven analytical tasks to redundant 
routine tasks, our RPA solutions seamlessly integrate into existing infrastructure to ensure high-quality products 
with minimal disruption.

Looking at the current RPA market and the latest business developments, we can anticipate some future scenarios. 
Artificial intelligence (AI) is yet another widely used technological solution that is sweeping the globe. When these 
two titans join forces, we should expect a superfine and well-automated solution for the entire industry. 

We deliver cutting-edge technologies that optimize the productivity of your teams in an effortless and cost-effec-
tive manner as experts in Robotic Process Automation development. The product you receive is as intended, on 
schedule and within budgets, thanks to the intuitive user interfaces and powerful processing capabilities.

For more info

skill-mine.com
India  |  KSA  |  UK  |  USA

Follow Us on
For any queries

info@skill-mine.com
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